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REPORTS AND ECONOMIC EVENTS

The packages of measures implemented
by governments to promote post-
pandemic economic reactivation are an
opportunity to reorient the development
style towards a more sustainable and
inclusive one, said Alicia Bárcena,
Executive Secretary of the Economic
Commission for Latin America and the
Caribbean (ECLAC), at the inauguration of
Climate Week 2021. The senior United
Nations official was one of the main
speakers at the opening session of the
regional meeting that brings together
virtually representatives of governments,
leaders of the private sector and civil
society to initiate dialogues oriented to the
search for solutions, and show the
necessary climate action, with a view to the
next United Nations Conference on
Climate Change, COP26, scheduled for
next November in Glasgow (United
Kingdom). During her participation, via
video message, the highest representative
of ECLAC affirmed that the COVID-19
pandemic has highlighted and exacerbated
the great structural gaps in the region, but
has also revealed that the health crisis is
not alien to climate change and that, on
the contrary, the impacts of both flagella
are closely similar. She added that the
decarbonization rates in Latin America and
the Caribbean are insufficient to meet the
committed climate goals and to be in

ECLAC:  OPPORTUNITY TO REORIENT THE DEVELOPMENT STYLE
TOWARDS A MORE SUSTAINABLE AND INCLUSIVE ONE

line with the efforts that are consistent with
the call of science to prevent the increase in
temperature from exceeding 1.5oC. "We
have to make compatible the need to
contribute to the Paris Agreement while
increasing technical progress, meeting
economic objectives and social goals," he
stressed. 

The senior United Nations official warned
that “Latin America, with its emergency
measures, is not making a substantive
contribution to a greener future. These
recovery packages keep us on an
unsustainable path and do not promote
structural change, maintaining the
incoherence between the objectives of
growth, poverty reduction and sustainability,
”she stated.



Eurozone says composite PMI rises to 56.9
in May.

The euro area economy, measured based on
the performance of the manufacturing and
services sectors, advanced to its highest level in
more than three years, due to the process of
reopening several economies for better control
of the covid pandemic -19. 

The euro area composite purchasing managers
index (PMI) rose from 53.8 units in April to 56.9
in May, its highest level in 39 months, according
to the preliminary reading reported by the
agency. IHS Markit.

In this way, the composite PMI index for the
Eurozone remained in expansion territory or
above 50 units. For its part, the
manufacturing sector PMI index fell from
62.9 points in April to 62.8 in May, said
Markit, in its preliminary reading. 

Finally, the PMI for services increased from
50.5 points in April to 55.1 in May, or its
highest level in 35 months.

According to Wikipedia, an annual report 
is a comprehensive report on a 
company's activities throughout the 
preceding year. Annual reports are 
intended to give shareholders and other 
interested people information.

Demand for products and services is
increasing sharply, at the fastest rate in 15
years, in the euro zone as a whole as the
region continues to resume activities
following restrictions related to covid-19,
"said Chris Williamson, chief IHS Markit
economist, in a statement. "Measures to
contain the virus have eased in May to the
lowest level since October last year,
facilitating a particularly marked
improvement in business activity in the
services sector, which has been
accompanied by from another near-record
expansion in manufacturing output. "
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US says economy grows 6.4% in first
quarter
The gross domestic product of the world's
largest economy grew at a rate of 6.4% in the
first quarter of the year versus the previous
three months, according to the second
estimate made by the Bureau of Economic
Analysis (BEA). In this way, the economy
remained unchanged compared to the advance
of 6.4% reported in a preliminary way, which
confirms that the activity accelerated at the
beginning of the year due to the good results of
the vaccination campaign against covid-19. The
advance of the US economy in the period
between January and March disappointed
compared to what was expected by analysts
surveyed by the financial portal Investing.com,
who anticipated an increase of 6.5% in the first
quarter of the year. For its part, personal
consumption spending (PCE) increased at a
rate of 11.3% in the first quarter of 2021
compared to the three previous months, above
the 10.7% increase reported preliminarily. In
addition, prices measured in terms of PCE rose
3.7% in the first quarter and advanced at an
annual rate of 1.8%, above the preliminary
report that showed a quarterly advance of 3.5%
and an annual increase of 1.7%. Finally, the
underlying prices of the PCE, or that measure
that underestimates the changes in highly
volatile products such as food or energy, rose
2.5% in the quarter (vs 2.3% reported in the
first estimate) and increased 1.6% annually.
This last measure, the year-on-year variation of
the underlying prices of the PCE, is the one
most closely monitored by the Federal Reserve 

(Fed) to determine policy actions. monetary
in the United States. On the other hand,
the personal income of Americans
decreased 13.1% in April compared to
March, with which it added two falls in the
last three months, after a record growth
due to the stimuli that the government
gave to families to cope to the covid-19
pandemic, reported the Bureau of
Economic Analysis (BEA). For its part,
spending on personal consumption rose
0.5% in April compared to March, which
was its third advance in the last four
months. "The decline in personal income in
April primarily reflected a decline in
government social benefits," BEA said in a
statement. "Within government welfare
benefits, 'other' welfare benefits decreased
as economic impact payments made to
individuals by the American Rescue Plan
Act of 2021 continued, but at a lower level
than in March." For its part, the index that
measures the evolution of prices based on
the PCE increased 0.6% in April compared
to March and grew 3.6% compared to the
same month of 2020. Finally, the
underlying prices of the PCE rose 0.7%
month to month. month and advanced
3.1% year-on-year.
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Japan's unemployment rate increases,
prices fall due to the continuity of the
pandemic

Japan's unemployment rate rose and job
availability declined in April, according to
data released on Friday, highlighting the
profound damage the country's long battle
against COVID-19 is inflicting on the
economy. 

Other data showed that basic consumer
prices in Tokyo fell in May, reinforcing
expectations that inflation will remain
below the Japanese central bank's 2%
target for the time being.

The Japanese government is studying the
possibility of extending the state of
emergency to combat the pandemic for
about three weeks, until June 20, a cabinet
minister said on Friday, clouding prospects
for the country's fragile economic
recovery. 

Japan's unemployment rate rose to 2.8% in
April, from 2.6% in March, official data
showed on Friday, beating an average
market forecast of 2.7%. The job-applicant
ratio stood at 1.09, down from 1.10 the
previous month.

The UK imports more Chinese than
German goods

Brexit and the coronavirus pandemic have
meant that, for the first time in history, the
United Kingdom imports more products
from China than from Germany.

The turning point was the break with the
European Union, which stopped trade
between the British and the EU bloc. Added
to that was the pandemic, which boosted
demand for Chinese products.

According to a report by the UK Office for
National Statistics, imported goods from
China increased 66% since the beginning of
2018. In the same period, imports from
Germany fell by a quarter, to 12.5 billion
pounds (just over 14.4 billion euros).

Evolution of Chinese and German imports to
the UK ONS

The fall was especially important since April
last year, when there was great uncertainty
about when and how the British exit from
the European Union would take place.

One of the sectors most affected has been
the German automobile industry. In the UK,
demand for new cars plummeted as car
dealers closed their doors.
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Major US indices closed higher again,
relying more and more on the economy
without neglecting inflation as data
continues to account for the rebound since
the crisis. The Dow Jones industrial index
gained 0.19% to 34,529.45 units, the
Standard and Poor's (S&P) 500 rose 0.08%
to 4,204.13 points and the Nasdaq
Composite technological indicator
advanced 0.09% to count 13,748.74
integers. 

The Dow Jones and S&P 500 spun three
sessions higher and posted their first
positive week of the last three. The Nasdaq
Composite gained 2.1% on the week to
make it the best performing of the last
seven. Although investors have preferred
cyclical stocks and pushed the Dow back to
near highs, tech and growth companies
have regained ground as risk aversion
caused by above-expectations inflation two
weeks ago dissipates. 

The employment and consumption data
reaffirm the ongoing recovery, just as the
quarterly reports did so, surprising the
upward consensus for the most part. In
addition, the Federal Reserve has not
changed its accommodative stance one bit
by reiterating that the generalized increase
in prices will be momentary and that its
main objectives are sustained inflation and
full employment.

For its part, the Hang Seng (Hong Kong)
ended on Friday May 28 with a slight rise of
0.04%. The trading range for the Hang
Seng (Hong Kong) between its highest and
lowest points (high-low) on this day stood
at 1.03%. In relation to the profitability of
the last week, the Hang Seng (Hong Kong)
recorded a rise of 2.34%, so in interannual
terms it still accumulates an increase of
27.01%. 

The Hang Seng (Hong Kong) is 6.31% below
its maximum this year (31,084.94 points)
and 6.01% above its minimum price so far
this year (27,472.81 points). Most markets
in Latin America recovered and closed
higher, driven by oil as well as the weak
dollar.
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STOCK EXCHANGES AND CRYPTOCURRENCIES

The Dow Jones gained 0.19%, the Standard and Poor's 500 rose
0.08% and the Nasdaq Composite technology indicator advanced
0.09%



represent the boost of the 100% digital
economy. According to his words, Venezuela
had registered a great increase in the use of
digital media for the acquisition of goods and
services: “77% of the country's commercial
transactions are made digitally in bolivars
and 20% is made in cash currencies ”. At the
same time, last February, Nicolás Maduro
expressed that, from the government forces,
they were working on the creation of a
“digital bolivar” for the economy of the South
American country. On the other hand, the
cryptocurrency "Petro" has had a very
controversial career since its inception due
to the blockade imposed by the US on the
Venezuelan economy, that is, it has been
vetoed for all countries since its creation. The
struggle by the government of that country
to perhaps convert the Petro into the main
currency, has not borne so many fruits,
Today it is used mainly in some
administrative procedures, they are usually
used in some commercial establishments,
local exchange platforms , or to pay for fuel
inputs in a more limited way. Creating a
wrapped Petro, in a similar way that wrapped
Bitcoins (BTC) have been created to run on
Ethereum (ETH), would be a way to possibly
meet this goal and present the Petro to the
world, bypassing the North American
sanctions. A person cannot send 0.05BTC to
an ETH wallet as they are incompatible, but a
wrapped token solves this problem by
interconnecting one network with another,
blocking the tokens created in one and
releasing them in the other. 
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Government of Venezuela announces
creation of new website for digital
commerce
The President of Venezuela, Nicolás Maduro,
and the Minister of Popular Power for
Commerce, Eneida Laya, announced the
creation of ¡Ven Compra en Venezuela !, a
new website for digital commerce. During a
presidential address held on the middle of
this month, the Minister of People's Power
for Commerce, Eneida Laya, made reference
to the creation of the new website “Come
Buy in Venezuela! It is the page to promote
the digital economy in the country ”. The
news was released during an activity carried
out by the Venezuelan Executive with the aim
of boosting the small and medium-sized
industry of the South American country.
Regarding the announcement of the creation
of ¡Ven Compra en Venezuela !, President
Nicolás Maduro pointed out that this
initiative "is a home run with the bases
loaded." At the same time, the President
emphasized the new website and its
relationship with the economic digitization of
Venezuela. "Come Buy Venezuela will be a
boom, promoting the digital economy and we
are eliminating paper money, which remains
as a memory, they made war on us for paper
money now we are recovering with the
Digital Bolivar". During the official
announcement, no details were offered
about the electronic address of the new
website or its operation. These types of
initiatives are part of Nicolás Maduro's plan
to achieve the digitization of the Venezuelan
economy, last January the Venezuelan
president had announced that 2021 would 



China's livestock sector is poised to absorb
millions of tonnes of wheat from the
country's winter harvest that began this
month, spreading a series of crop swings
into animal feed and further cooling
demand for corn imports. 

Maize imports increased last year
following a decline in stocks and
production, pushing prices up and causing
shifts in world grain markets as feed
producers and pig farmers scoured the
world in search of of supplies. 

At the same time, China's feed sector
bought record volumes of cheaper wheat
from the 2020/21 season to use as a
substitute for corn, traditionally the main
grain in animal rations. "(Industry) demand
for wheat is expected to remain very high
in the new crop year as it still has obvious
advantages over old corn, based on
current prices," said Li Hongchao, senior
analyst at the website trading
Myagric.com. 

While China limits corn imports with low
tariffs to 7.2 million tonnes per season,
buyers bought from abroad a record 11.29
million tonnes in calendar 2020, mainly
from the United States, as high Domestic
prices made imports cheap even by paying
taxes.
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CHINA'S  LIVESTOCK SECTOR SEEKS TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
WHEAT HARVEST TO FEED PIGS AND POULTRY

Feed lots started large-scale wheat
substitution from the end of 2020, easing
corn supplies and securing local supply of
feed grains, said Qi Chiming, analyst at China
National Cereal and Oil Information Center (
CNGOIC), an official expert group. The new
wheat crop is expected to further reduce
import demand, with the CNGOIC
forecasting a record harvest in 2021 of
136.4 million tonnes. "We are waiting for the
new wheat and we will buy whenever there
is an opportunity," said a purchasing
manager for a major poultry producer in
northern China, who declined to be named
because he was not authorized to speak to
the media. The company began replacing
about 15% of the corn in the feed with
wheat earlier this year and has sufficient
wheat inventories through the end of June.
China is expected to use 36 million tonnes
of wheat in animal feed in the 2021/22 crop
season, after using 38 million tonnes in the
previous season, according to CNGOIC. The
main 2021 wheat harvest started this month
in central and southern China and will peak
in June when the grains are harvested.



With doubts about Iran, OPEC + would
maintain policy on pumping cuts in June
meeting

OPEC + is likely to stick to the current pace
of gradually easing oil supply restrictions at
its meeting on Tuesday, OPEC sources
areuters said, as producers weigh
expectations of a recovery in demand
against a possible increase in oil supply.
Iranian offer. The Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries and its allies
decided in April to return 2.1 million barrels
per day (bpd) of supply to the market from
May to July, anticipating higher global
demand despite the increase in
coronavirus cases in India. Following the
announcement, the barrel has increased its
advance of 2021, with a gain of more than
30% to 68 dollars a barrel. 
However, the prospect of increased Iranian
production as dialogue progresses on
reactivating its nuclear deal with world
powers has limited the rise. Two OPEC +
sources, who spoke on condition of
anonymity, said that there was no
discussion of a change in oil production cut
levels for July.
"Not relaxing any more with production
cuts is a wise decision, in my opinion," said
one of the OPEC + sources. Still, the
prospect of increased Iranian supply
cannot be ignored, said another OPEC +
source, when asked about discussions
regarding the integration of Iranian barrels.
Since April the world powers and Iran have
been talking in Vienna about the
reactivation of the nuclear agreement.
Industry sources say Iranian oil exports
have been on the rise since the end of
2020.

Russia fines Google and Facebook for
failing to remove prohibited content

A Russian court said Tuesday that it fined
US tech giants Google and Facebook Inc
(NASDAQ: FB) for failing to remove content
that Moscow deems illegal, in the latest
chapter in an escalation in the battle
between Russia and Big Tech. 

Russia has already imposed a punitive
slowdown on the US social network Twitter
for failing to remove prohibited content, as
part of a Moscow offensive to control
Western tech giants and strengthen what it
calls its "sovereignty" on the Internet.
Facebook was fined a total of 26 million
rubles ($ 353,890) on eight separate
charges, while Google - owned by Alphabet
(NASDAQ: GOOGL) Inc - will have to pay 6
million rubles for three different offenses,
the district court said Tagansky's
Muscovite. 

Both firms were found guilty of
administrative offenses, the court said in
separate statements. The charges concern
posts that Russia says encouraged minors
to join unauthorized protests in January,
when people from all over Russia took to
the streets to support Kremlin critic Alexei
Navalny after his arrest. The fines come
amid a broader dispute between Moscow
and Google. In April, a court issued three
separate fines against Twitter totaling 8.9
million rubles, TikTok was also fined for
similar offenses.
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United States

Singapore
Industrial Production: Singapore's industrial
production grew by 2.1% y/y in April, following a
stronger 7.6% increase in March. Growth was
headlined by electronics, as all segments
recorded a higher level of production, and
precision engineering output, supported by
higher production of semiconductor
equipment due to strong capital investment in
the global semiconductor industry. Biomedical
manufacturing output, however, declined for a
second consecutive month, falling by 22.7% y/y
in April, following a 6.6% decline in March. On a
seasonally adjusted basis, industrial output
increased by 1% m/m. The latest reading
highlighted a slowdown in growth.

Oil Inventories: Commercial crude oil
inventories fell by 1.7 million barrels in the
week ended May 21. Gasoline inventories fell
by 1.7 million barrels. Distillate inventories fell
by 3 million barrels. Refinery capacity utilization
rose to 87% from the prior week’s 86.3%. Over
the last four weeks, total U.S. oil demand was
18.1% higher than in the same period last year.
Jobless Claims: U.S. initial claims for
unemployment insurance are signaling
improvement in the labor market. New filings
fell from 444,000 to 406,000 in the week ended
May 22, posting the lowest total since the
pandemic began and besting expectations for a
more modest decline. Continuing claims fell
from 3.738 million to 3.642 million in the week
ended May 15 after an unexpected increase in
last week’s report. The number of those filing
for Pandemic Unemployment Assistance was
little changed in the week ended May 22 at
93,546, also the lowest total since these
benefits were first introduced in April 2020.
Total initial claims are now around 500,000, by
far the lowest level since the pandemic began,
providing additional evidence that the labor
market is gaining momentum.

Mexico

France

Trade Balance: Mexico's trade balance
reported a positive result in April as oil
revenues expanded. In April the trade
balance reported a surplus of $1.501 billion,
after negative results of $3.004 billion in
March and $3.087 billion a year before.
Economic Activity Index: Economic activity
in Mexico advanced strongly in March from
the previous month as businesses reopened
after a transitory closure in February. The
economic activity index reported an annual
advance of 0.8% in March, after a fall of 5.1%
in February and a decrease of 2.3% a year
before. Seasonally adjusted figures
rebounded 2.6% in March, from the previous
month, and grew 0.4% in annual terms.
GDP: Mexico’s economy advanced in the first
quarter, although at a more moderate pace
given the slowness of domestic demand. GDP
reported a smaller annual contraction of 3.6%
in the first quarter, after a fall of 4.5% in the
previous quarter and a decrease of 1.3% a
year earlier. However, seasonally adjusted
figures reported quarterly growth of 0.8%
after an advance of 3.2% in the previous
period.
Employment Situation: Unemployment in
Mexico increased in April, reflecting the
seasonal effect of Easter vacation. In April the
unemployment rate rose to 4.7% from 3.9%
in the previous month, but was down from
5.1% a year ago.

GDP: France’s GDP contracted by 0.1% q/q in
the first three months of 2021, disappointing
consensus expectations that it would grow.
The problem was that fixed investments rose
by much less than was expected in the
preliminary estimate, by 0.2% q/q rather than
2.2%. Government spending also fell, in
contrast to the first estimate. Household
consumption was marginal, up just 0.1% q/q.
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